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1. INTRODUCTION
Ž X.The blob algebra b q, q is a two parameter family of towers ofn
finite-dimensional quasi-hereditary algebras generalising the Temperley]
Lieb algebras. These first arose in the context of transfer matrix algebras
in statistical mechanics, in attempts to develop integrability for periodic
w xlattice systems 11 . They have also been related to Graham's generalised
Ž w x.Temperley]Lieb algebras see Green 7 .
In this paper we determine the blocks of the blob algebra and the
Ž Ž . Ž ..complete structure of the standard modules see Theorems 9.1 ] 9.6 .$
This information suggests a connection with category O for sl , developing2
w xthe superficial connection apparent from 11 . There are ``global versions''
of both the Temperley]Lieb and blob algebras obtained by ``letting n tend
Žto infinity'' compare with the analogous situation for the partition algebra
w x.described in 12 . The module categories of these global limits are inverse
limits of the module categories for the corresponding finite-dimensional
w xalgebras. Using 14, 4 and references therein one knows that the regular
blocks for the global Temperley]Lieb algebra at a root of unity r ) 2 are$
Žcategory equivalent to the regular integral blocks of parabolic O for sl in2
.fact one can demonstrate this without all the deep machinery . We
conjecture that the corresponding equivalence holds if one removes the
parabolic restriction and replaces Temperley]Lieb by the doubly critical
global blob algebra. These categories are, in a suitably generalised sense,$
Ž w Ž . x.highest weight categories cf. 12, Remark 4.11 ; 14 . On the sl side the2
Ž .structure of the standard modules that is, the Verma modules can be
w xreadily computed using 4 , and is undoubtedly well known. This structure
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is in agreement with the corresponding information established here for
the blob algebra, thus providing strong evidence for our conjecture.
2. BASIC DEFINITIONS
Ž .2.1 We denote by N the set of natural numbers including zero. Let A
w y1 < w xx w xbe the integral domain Z q, q , y , y y q y s 2 . Here, as usual, ny q y q
Ž n yn. Ž y1 . ny1 ny3denotes the Gaussian coefficient q y q r q y q s q q q
1yn w x w xw x w xq ??? qq . Note that n s 2 n y 1 y n y 2 . More generally, define
y y y y w x y yP inductively by P s 1, P s y, and P s 2 P y P . Then forn 1 2 n ny1 ny2
w x w xm q 1 m q nyy s we have P s .w x w xnq1m m
Ž . w x2.2 We next recall from 11 the sets of diagrams which are defining
bases for the blob algebras. We speak of all these diagrams as if they are
contained in a rectangular frame. Let n, m be non-negative integers, with
Ž . Ž .n q m even. An n, m blob diagram, or just n, m -diagram, consists of
n q m Ž .non-touching line segments some decorated , the ends of each2
segment being two points on the frame. There are n endpoints on the
northern edge of the frame and m on the southern edge. Lines exposed to
vŽ .the western edge and only those carry either a blob , or box I. For
Ž .example, the diagrams in Fig. 1 are 7, 7 -diagrams.
In a diagram, any line which begins and ends at the same edge is a
``loop''; all other lines are ``propagating lines.'' Thus the leftmost propagat-
ing line, if any, carries a blob or box. A ``heap'' is a loop exposed to the
Ž .opposite edge, together with any loops nested within it. The set of n, m -
Ž .diagrams is denoted D n, m .
Diagrams are identified if they are equivalent under frame fixing ambi-
ent isotopy. We call an ambient isotopic deformation of a diagram simply a
Ž . Ž .deformation. There is a map J: D n, m “ D n y 1, m q 1 for any n ) 0,
given by the non-frame fixing deformation which takes the top right-hand
endpoint clockwise round the frame until it becomes a new bottom
right-hand endpoint, leaving other endpoints fixed. Note that this is a
Ž .bijection. Correspondingly, we denote by D n q m the set of equivalence
classes of these diagrams under deformations necessarily fixing only the
western edge of the frame.
Ž . Ž .FIG. 1. Examples of 7, 7 -diagrams. The first of these denoted e has no heaps.y
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Ž .2.3 We define a pseudo-diagram to be a diagram with too many or
too few decorations on westerly exposed lines, andror possible closed
internal loops. These are to be considered as shorthand for certain ele-
ments in the A-span of the set of all diagrams. First, diagrams themselves
are pseudo-diagrams, with the obvious interpretation. Second, we interpret
a pseudo-diagram with no decoration on some westerly exposed line as
being the sum of two otherwise identical pseudo-diagrams with blob and
Ž . Ž .box resp. on that line. A pseudo-diagram with two blobs boxes on a
Ž .single line segment is equivalent to one with only one blob box on that
segment. A pseudo-diagram with a blob and a box on the same line
segment is zero. A pseudo-diagram dX differing only from a pseudo-di-
agram d by the presence in dX of a certain internal closed loop is either
w x2 d, y d, or y d, depending on whether the internal closed loop isy q
Ž .undecorated, or decorated with a blob, or with a box resp .
Ž . Ž .An n, m - and an m, l -pseudo-diagram may be composed to form an
Ž . Ž .n, l -pseudo diagram, and hence an element of the A-span of D n, l , by
a juxtaposition identifying each of the m endpoints on the indicated edge
with its natural partner in the other diagram, and ignoring the internalised
Ž .boundary i.e., making the m identified pairs into m interior points .
Ž . A2.4 DEFINITION. The blob algebra b is the free A-module with basisn
Ž . Athe set of n, n -diagrams; the composition defined above makes b an
w xunital associative A-algebra}see 11 . For any A-algebra K we write
b K s b A m K, but we usually work with a fixed but arbitrary A-algebra kn n A
which is a field, and put b s b A m k.n n A
In this paper we take the field k to be of characteristic zero.
The global blob algebra b A is the free A-module with basis‘
Ž . Ž .D D n, m . The product of two basis elements is defined as in 2.3n, mg N
whenever it makes sense; otherwise it is zero. The relationship between
the global blob algebra and the blob algebra is entirely analogous to that
Ž w x.for the partition algebras see 12 .
The representation theory of b over k splits into three distinct casesn
depending on the number of integer values of m for which
w x w xm y s m y 1 1Ž .y
in k. If there is no such value, b is semisimple}see Section 5. If there isn
a unique value, we say that b is singly critical, and then the blocks of bn n
all have order 1 or 2}see Section 6. If there is more than one value, there
are necessarily infinitely many, and we say that b is doubly critical. In thisn
case the blocks can be arbitrarily large}see Section 9.
Ž . Ž . Ž2.5 Fixing n, the n, n -diagram with no loops and a blob as in the
.leftmost diagram in Fig. 1 is denoted e . That with no loops and a box isy
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Ž .e . The n, n -pseudo-diagram with no loops and no decorations is the unitq
Ž . Ž .element of b and e q e s 1 . We denote by U the n, n -pseudo-di-n q y i
agram illustrated below
Ž .where in general the loops start in the ith position i s 1, 2, . . . , n y 1 ,
Ž w x.top and bottom cf. 13 .
3. QUASI-HEREDITY
Ž . Ž . w x Ž w3.1 Let A, L, 1 be a quasi-hereditary algebra 1, 2 see also 3,yx.Appendix . Here L is an indexing set for the isomorphism classes of
simple modules for A, and 1 a partial order on L. The elements of L arey
Ž . Ž . Ž .widely referred to as weights. We write L l , D l , and = l for,A A A
respectively, the simple module, the standard module and costandard
Ž .module indexed by l. The standard module D l is universal subject toA
Ž . Ž . Žhaving top L l and all other composition factors L m with m 1 l or,A A
.in fact, m V l . The corresponding costandard module has the dual prop-y
Ž . Ž .erty. We write P l and I l for the projective cover and injective hull,A A
Ž .respectively, of L l .A
w Ž .xFor V g A-mod, V : L l denotes the composition multiplicity ofA
Ž . Ž Ž ..L l in V, while if V has a filtration by standard modules, V : D lA A
Ž .denotes the multiplicity of D l as a section of such a filtration.A
Ž .  4 w x3.2 The set 1, e , U , U , . . . , U generates b . In case 2 / 0 in k,y 1 2 ny1 n
the list
U U U ??? U U ???1 3 5 3 5
, , . . . , 1ž /w x w x w x w x w x2 2 2 ??? 2 2 ???
w xis a hereditary chain for b . This follows from 11, Sect. 2 . If n is even, an
maximal hereditary chain is
U U U ??? U U U ??? U U U ??? U1 3 5 ny1 3 5 ny1 3 5 ny1
, e , ,yž w x w x w x w x w x w x w x w x w x w x2 2 2 ??? 2 2 2 ??? 2 2 2 ??? 2
U ??? U5 ny1
e , . . . , e , 1y y /w x w x2 ??? 2
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Ž . Ž .corresponding, in this order, to the list of left standard modules D 0 ,n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .D y2 , D q2 , D y4 , . . . , D yn , D qn . There is an analogous ver-n n n n n
sion when n is odd. In general the set
<  4D l l g yn , yn q 2, . . . , n 4Ž .n
w xis a complete set of standard modules for b 11 . The heredity order isn
< < < <l 1 m if and only if l ) m .
n, l w x Ž .Note that here we rename the standard modules S of 11 as D "lt n
vŽ .resp., y for t s , q for I, hence also y s y , y s y , and rename theq f y e
n, l Ž . Ž .basis R of D "l as R "l .t n n
w x w xHenceforth we take 2 / 0 in k. The treatment in case 2 s 0 is, in a
suitable sense, degenerate rather than exceptional, but we omit it for the
sake of brevity.
Ž .3.3 In Section 8 we need a general result on quasi-heredity and
localisation. Although this result may be viewed as part of the general
w xmachinery of recollement 1 , we prefer to give a simple direct proof.
Ž .Let A, L, 1 be a quasi-hereditary algebra, and e g A an idempotenty
lying in some heredity chain. Then B s eAe is also quasi-hereditary with
poset
<G s l g L eL l / 0 . 4Ž .A
Since e belongs to a heredity chain this set is a coideal in L.
Let G be the localisation functor V ‹ eV, from A-mod to B-mod, and
Ž .F s Ae m its left adjoint. The simple resp., standard, resp., costandardB
B-module associated with l g G is obtained by applying G to the corre-
sponding A-module.
Ž .3.4 PROPOSITION. If l g G,
D l if i s 0,Ž .AiL FD l (Ž .B ½ 0 if i ) 0,
where Li denotes the ith left deri¤ed functor.
w xProof. See 3, Sect. A3, Propositions 2 and 5 .
Ž .3.5 THEOREM. For l, m g G and all i G 0 we ha¤e
Ext i D l , D m ( Ext i D l , D m .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .A A A B B B
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v Ž . Ž .Proof. Let P “ D l be a projective resolution in B-mod. By 3.4B
v Ž .FP “ D l is a projective resolution in A-mod. ThereforeA
Ext i D l , D m ( H i Hom FP v , D mŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .A A A A A
( H i Hom P v , GD mŽ .Ž .Ž .B A
( Ext i D l , D m .Ž . Ž .Ž .B B B
The following lemma is an elementary consequence of quasi-heredity:
Ž . 1 Ž Ž . Ž ..3.6 LEMMA. If Ext L l , L m is non-zero, then either l 2 m andA A A
Ž . Ž . Ž .L m appears as a composition factor of D l , or l 1 m and L lA A A
Ž .appears as a composition factor of = m .A
4. STANDARD MODULES AND THE SPACE OF WEIGHTS
In this section we explain the use of Z for the parameter set for the
simple modules of the global blob algebra, as a discrete metric space, by
reference to localisation, induction, and restriction. We also construct
natural bases for the standard modules.
Ž . Ž . Ž .4.1 The ket diagram basis R "h of D "h , is the subset of the setn n
Ž .of n, h -diagrams consisting of diagrams with no loops on the southern
edge, and in which the leftmost propagating line, if any, carries a blob in
Ž . Ž .case of yh , or box in case of qh . For example, the diagram c below is
Ž .in R y4 :18
Ž .The action of b on D "h is determined by diagram composition, exceptn n
Žthat composites with fewer than h propagating lines are set to zero see
.the remarks on quasi-heredity above .
Ž .4.2 There is a canonical inclusion of i: b ¤ b which takes any1 n
pseudo-diagram d to a pseudo-diagram identical except for the addition of
an undecorated propagating line at the right-hand end of the diagram. If
V g b -mod we write V x for the restriction of V along i, a b -module.n ny1
If W g b -mod we write W › for the image of W under the left adjointny1
to the above restriction functor.
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Ž . w x4.3 Localisation. Suppose n G 2 and that 2 / 0 in k, and consider
w xthe idempotent x s U r 2 . Note that this idempotent fits the generaln ny1
Ž .scheme of 3.3 . For X g b the mapny2
is an algebra isomorphism b “ x b x , which we view as an identifica-ny2 n n n
tion. Note that it is a workable generalisation of diagram notation for a
box with the right number of ``legs'' to stand for any linear combination of
diagrams. The functor G: b -mod “ b -mod given by V ‹ x V is an ny2 n
w x Ž w x.categorical localisation 5 cf. also 6, Chap. 6 . Let F s b x m ben n bny 2
the left adjoint to G as before. Then F is fully faithful, and GF ( 1 .b -modny 2
Ž . w x4.4 In 11 it is shown how to construct all ket diagrams from a
Ž .glorified Bratteli diagram itself, in this case, a glorified Pascal triangle for
the canonical inclusions b ¤ b described above. See Fig. 2. The keyny1 n
result here is the bijection
M : R "h “ R " h y 1 j R " h q 1 , 3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n ny1 ny1
which takes diagram d to the diagram obtained by deforming the right-
most northern point ambient isotopically clockwise around the frame until
Žit is the rightmost southern point and discarding a southern loop if one is
.so produced .
Ž . Ž .Recalling from 4.1 the action of b on the bases, the bijection of 3ny1
leads to the following useful result:
Ž . < <  44.5 LEMMA. Take i g Z with i - n. Choose « g "1 such that
i y « 1 i. Then there is a short exact sequence
0 “ D i q « “ D i x “ D i y « “ 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .ny1 n ny1
Ž .4.6 It also follows from the above picture that there is a serial
representation for each ket diagram as a ``walk'' on the Bratteli diagram.
 X X4This may be described as a word of length n in the alphabet 1, 2, 1 , 2 ,
Ž X.where 1 resp., 1 denotes stepping away from the spine, i.e., the h s 0
Ž . Ž X.column, to the left resp., right , and 2 resp., 2 denotes stepping toward
Ž . Ž .the spine from the left resp., right . For example, the diagram c in Eq. 2
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Ž .FIG. 2. A Pascal triangle, where the entry in the nth row, hth column is the set R h ofn
Ž .ket diagrams in column array}frames are suppressed for simplicity . The picture is trun-
cated at n s 4. Weight labels h are associated to columns of the triangle as indicated in the
weight diagram beneath the figure.
above is
c s 1211221X 2X1121121112. 2XŽ .
Alternatively the walk may be described by listing in sequence the columns
Žpassed through for example,
c s 0-10-1-2-1010-1-2-1-2-3-2 ??? , 2YŽ .
. Ž .in the case above . If d is a ket diagram we write d for the i q 1 st entryi
J nŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .in this list so again c s y1 . The bijection R 0 “ D 2n, 0 “ D n, n3 2 n
Ž .“ D 2n gives us corresponding representations for any diagram. Here J
Ž .is the map defined in 2.2 . Note that the representations of a ket diagram
as a ket diagram and as a diagram are similar but not necessarily identical.
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< <For any pseudo-diagram d we denote by d the pseudo-diagram ob-
tained by removing all decorations from d. If d has a walk representation
< < < < < <there is a walk representation for d given by d s d . For S a set ofi i
5 5 < <diagrams we denote by S the image of S under d ‹ d . There is a
Ž5 Ž .5 .partial order R h , # given by d # c if d G c for all i. This order onn i i
5 Ž .5 5 Ž .5R 0 passes isomorphically to one on D n, n which we also call % .2 n
5. ON IDEMPOTENTS IN bn
In this section we define certain primitive and central idempotents in
the blob algebra over the field of fractions of A. These will be crucial for
Ž .the proof of our main theorems}see 9.12 .
Ž . A A A A5.1 Define e g b recursively by e s e , e s e and" n n y1 y q1 q
e A s e A P y " y P y "U q P y " U U y ???Ž" Žnq1. " n nq1 n n ny1 n ny1
n y "q y1 P U U ??? U e .Ž . .1 n ny1 1 "
Define P y "!s Ł n P y " . Recall that b denotes the blob algebra over then is1 i n
w xfield k. When k is the field of fractions of A, b is semisimple}see 11 .n
Ž . Ž5.2 LEMMA. When k is the field of fractions of A, the primiti¤e and
.central idempotent e associated with the one-dimensional b -module" n n
Ž .D "n is gi¤en inducti¤ely by e s e , e s e , andn y1 y q1 q
P y "n
e s e 1 y U e , 4Ž ." Žnq1. " n n " ny "ž /Pnq1
Ž y " . Aand also by e s 1rP ! e ." n n " n
Proof. By induction on n. It is enough to show that
P y "n
U e 1 y U e s 0.n " n n " ny "ž /Pnq1
We may represent the left-hand side of this equation as
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Ž .and note by inductive assumption that U e U may be written asn " n n
P y " P y "ny1 ny1w xU e 1 y U e U s 2 U e y U en " Žny1. ny1 " Žny1. n n " Žny1. n " Žny1.y y" "ž /P Pn n
P y "nq1s U e . 5Ž .n " Žny1.y "Pn
yThe result then follows from the definition of P .n
Note in particular that the coefficient of each diagram in e is a ratio" n
of products of P y " 's.i
Ž . Ž5.3 We have an example of the following rather commonly occur-
. Rring situation. Let A be a unital associative algebra which is free of
finite rank over an integral domain R, with basis D. For K a commutative
R-algebra let AK s AR m K. Let R0 be the field of fractions of R.R
Suppose that we know something about the structure of AR
0
}say, it is
semisimple, and we know one or more idempotents. We want to deduce
information about the structure of Ak, for k an arbitrary field which is an
R-algebra.
R 0 ŽLet e g A be idempotent. The pre-idempotent over R of e which is
. Runique up to a unit in R is the scalar multiple e s a e, say, of e suche
that e R g AR and e R cannot be written e R s b f with b g R, f g AR, and
b a non-unit. The scalar a is called the normalisation of e R, ande
obviously e Re R s a e R. Now let k be a field which is an R-algebra. Writee
D also for the basis of Ak induced by D. Suppose that the left ideal
k R Ž .L s A e is one dimensional. Then the image of a in k is zero if ande
only if L is in a non-semisimple block in Ak-mod.
More generally an element x g AR 0 is said to be finite at k if there
Ž . Rexists a pair a , y g R = A such that x s yra and a non-vanishing
in k.
Ž .5.4 Keeping the notation above, consider a surjective algebra map p :
Ž .A “ B, with B free over R. Consider the various possibilities for p L in
R Ž Ž . .case a s 0 in k. First, e could be congruent to zero i.e., p L is zero .e
Ž .Otherwise, p L ( L, and either L is in a non-semisimple block as before;
or L is in a semisimple block. It will be useful below to have reviewed the
last case in terms of pre-idempotents. This case can occur since, when
expressed in terms of a basis for the quotient, the image of e R may
factorise non-trivially. In this case, by definition, the image of e R is not the
Ž . Ž .pre-idempotent of the image p e . Rather, the smallest non-scalar factor
Ž .is the pre-idempotent for p e , and its normalisation may be invertible in
k. Conversely, if L is in a semisimple block in the quotient then the
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corresponding idempotent must arise in this way, for, noting that e R
cannot be congruent to zero here, then either the new normalisation
vanishes over k or not. If not we are done; if so, then the pre-idempotent
passes to an element of the radical over k and we have a contradiction.
Note that e A is a pre-idempotent, and is non-vanishing over any field k" n
Ž . y "indeed, there is a diagram with coefficient 1 in it . We have P !s 0 in kn
Ž . Ž Ž ..if and only if L "n s top D "n is in a non-semisimple block.n n
6. THE SINGLY CRITICAL ALGEBRAS AND QUOTIENTS
w y1 w x y1 xFix a non-zero integer m and make K s Z q, q , m ! into any y
A-algebra by
w xm y 1y
y ‹ 6Ž .y w xmy
Ž w x w x y " w x w x.it follows that y s m q 1 r m , and indeed P s m " l r m .q y y lq1 y y
Ž .6.1 For cases of k specialised from K above in which q is not any
w xroot of unity, then b is one of the ``singly critical'' cases of 11 , that is, ann
algebra whose non-trivial standard module morphisms are characterised,
in case m ) 0, by ``reflection'' of the integer weights h - ym in they y
Ž .point ym see Fig. 3, for case m - 0, and cf. Fig. 4 , i.e., the injectionsy y
D y m q l ¤ D y m y l l ) 0 7Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n y n y
Ž .we describe these morphisms in the case l s 1 explicitly in Section 8 .
Ž .6.2 Alco¤e Geometry In the case of the doubly critical specialisations
Ž .considered in Section 7 and thereafter, Eq. 6 holds for infinitely many
values of m . The corresponding reflections generate a copy of the affiney
Äreflection group A , whose geometry we now recall. Let W be the infinite1
² < 2 2dihedral group on two generators s and s , i.e., W s s , s s s s sy q y q y q
FIG. 3. Schematic of reflection in the weight diagram, corresponding to the injections in
Ž .Eq. 7 in case m s y2.y
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:1 . Fix positive integers m and m , and define a faithful action of W ony q
Ž . ŽR by mapping s resp., s to the reflection in the point ym resp.,y q y
.m . This action evidently preserves the subset Z of R, which, followingq
Ž .4.3 , we view as the union of the weight sets for all the blob algebras.
The images under W of the points ym and m are the reflectiony q
Ž .points for the reflections in the image of W. We call them walls. If r g W
is a reflection, we refer to its reflection point as the r-wall.
Let W be the set of walls. The connected components of R_W are
called alco¤es. Each alcove is uniquely expressible in the form C s w C ,i i 0
Ž .i g Z , where C , the fundamental alco¤e, is the open line segment0
Ž .ym , m .y q
Ž .We say that a point x g R is regular resp., singular is it lies in an
Ž .alcove resp., on a wall . We say that two points x, y g R are W-linked if
Žthey lie in the same W-orbit with respect to the fixed action defined
.above .
Let r g W be a reflection and x a point not on the r-wall. We say that
x is mapped upward by r if it lies on the same side of the r-wall as the
origin. In this case we also say that x is below the r-wall and that rx is
abo¤e the r-wall.
Ž . K6.3 Note that e is well defined in b . The algebra obtained fromym ny
b K by factoring by the ideal generated by e is denoted b Kre , orn ym n ymy y
simply qb K. There is a similar construction with the roles of q and yn
Ž .interchanged throughout i.e., including in K .
Ž . K6.4 THEOREM. The quotient algebra b re is free of finite rankn ymy
o¤er K.
As proof we construct a basis for the quotient b Kre , generalising then ymy
w xusual diagram basis of the Temperley]Lieb algebra 15 , which is the
m s 1 case.y
Ž . Ž .6.5 Let C be a closed curve drawn on a diagram d such that i the
intersection of C with the frame of d is a non-empty segment C of thew
Ž .western edge of d, ii any intersection of C and a line of the diagram is
Ž .transverse, iii each line is cut either zero or two times by C. Suppose l
Ž .lines are cut. The region bounded by C may be deformed until it is an l, l
diagram with western edge C . A subdiagram of a diagram d is a diagramw
obtained in this way. We write c ; d for c a subdiagram of d. A
superdiagram of a diagram c is a diagram in which c appears as a
subdiagram.
Ž . Ž .  <Let c be an l, l diagram. Then denote by D n, n the set d > c d gc
Ž .4 Ž . Ž . Ž .D n, n , and by D n, n the complement of D n, n in D n, n . Note_ c c
that c may occur more than once as a subdiagram of d. We regard two
occurrences as distinct if they are not deformations of each other in d.
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Note that for c ; d there will in general be certain other diagrams
Žwhich could be substituted for c in d to produce a different diagram and
conversely that not all ``substitutions'' produce a diagram, or even a
.pseudo-diagram . We say that a substitution is allowable if it produces a
pseudo-diagram. Suppose that x is a K-linear combination of diagrams
each of which is an allowable substitute for c in d. Then by the substitu-
tion of x for c in d we mean the corresponding K-linear combination of
diagrams.
Ž . Ž .6.6 Let e denote the diagram e in D l, l . Suppose that there arey
two distinct occurrences of e in a diagram d. In this case the two closed
X Ž .curves involved, C, C say , can be chosen to enclose non-overlapping
regions. The diagram together with the non-overlapping curves is an object
unique up to ambient isotopy.
Ž .Let l F m and consider d g D n, n , and note that replacing e withy e
Ž .e in d is allowable for any e in d . Indeed, e may be replaced by anyyl
diagram. Let dU denote the linear combination obtained by replacing
Ž . Ž .every e in d with e . Let D n, n be the set obtained from D n, n byyl e) e
d ‹ dU.
Ž . Ž . Ž . K6.7 PROPOSITION. The set D n, n j D n, n is a basis for b ._ e e) n
Ž .Proof. The elements of D n, n take the forme)
dU s d q k X dX .Ý d
X< < < <d $ d
< <To see this note first that e s 111 ??? 222 and hence for f any other
< < < <diagram with non-zero coefficient in e we have e $ f . Next note thatyl
replacing some subdiagram e in d with f replaces some subsequence
Ž . < < < <111 ??? 222 not necessarily consecutive in d with the sequence for f .
< < < X <Thus for any single replacement d $ d . For multiple replacements pick
an arbitrary but definite order to make them. For the second and subse-
< <quent replacements either e again appears with e s 111 ??? 222 or the
Ž .replacement gives zero via U e s 0 .i yl
Ž . Ž . K K6.8 PROPOSITION. The set D n, n is a basis for b e b in casee) n yl n
l s m .y
Proof. The claimed basis is clearly a subset, and linear independence
follows from the previous proposition.
To show spanning it is enough to show that the K-span of the set is
closed under the action of the generators. It is clearly closed under e , so"
Ž .it remains to consider U and it is enough to consider the left action . Thei
action on dU is effectively to join the ith and i q 1st northern endpoints
together. There are various cases. If both endpoints are of lines which
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avoid all replacement subdiagram combinations e then U dU is a scalaryl i
XU Ž X.multiple of d some d and we are done. If one line avoids and one hits
we are done similarly. If each line hits a distinct replacement e either weyl
are done similarly or we are done via the idempotent property of e . Ifyl
both lines hit the same e on different sides then necessarily the top rightyl
Ž U .endpoint of the e is connected in its complement in U d to theyl i
Ž .bottom right endpoint. Such a linear combination is zero by Eqs. 5 and
Ž .6 . Finally, if both lines hit the same e on the same side then we haveyl
U e s 0.i yl
Ž . K K6.9 Put e s e g b . Then the algebra b re has basis" m n " m" "
Ž . Ž .D n, n . This concludes the proof of 6.4 ._ e
Note that we may continue to use all diagrams in describing elements of
Ž .the quotient algebra, but now diagrams not in the ``natural'' basis D n, n _ e
represent K-linear combinations of basis diagrams. For example, in b Kren 1
any diagram containing a box represents zero, and we have a manifest
isomorphism with the Temperley]Lieb algebra.
Ž .6.10 For h G i positive integers define X g b byh, i hqi
X s U U U U U U ??? U U ??? U ???Ž . Ž . Ž .h , i h hq1 hy1 hq2 h hy2 hqiy1 hqiy3 hyiq1
U U U ,Ž .hq1 hy1 h
and note that
X U s X U . 8Ž .h , i hq1 h , i hy1
Similarly, for i - h, let
J s P yy ??? P yy r P yy ??? P yy e X e ;Ž . Ž .h , i hyiq1 h hq1 hqi yh h , i yh
i.e., the linear combination of diagrams represented by
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7. ON THE DOUBLY CRITICAL QUOTIENT ALGEBRAS
Suppose henceforth that we are in the doubly critical case, i.e., that in k
w xm y 1"
y s ," w xm"
 4where m g 1, 2, . . . . Choose m minimal with respect to this property, and" "
w x yyput r s m q m . Then r s 0 and, for example, P s 0 if and only ifq y h
h ’ m q 1 mod r. Note that e and e are both well defined in thisy qm ymq y
case.
Ž .The proof of the following theorem is not completed until 9.12 , where
it falls out of the middle of a long inductive argument which later requires
the theorem. In fact the proof may be completed directly, but using the
machinery of Section 9 makes for a more economical presentation.
Ž . Ž . Ž .7.1 THEOREM. Let h s m q j q 1 r, j g N and B s b re . They h qmq
Ž . kmodule L yh belongs to a simple block in B -mod.h
Proof. The proof is an induction on j with the case j s 0 as base. This
case could be established directly, but the machinery of Section 9 facili-
tates a more economical proof, and so it is this aspect which we postpone
Ž .until 9.12 .
Let B be the natural basis of the quotient algebra b Kre of b K as inn qm nq
Ž . Ž . 06.9 . Put h s m q j q 1 r, some j g N. Let K be the field of fractionsy
Ž K 0. Ž .of K and note that e is manifestly well defined in b . By 5.3 , givenyh n
our base case, we may suppose that the pre-idempotent in the quotient
algebra derived from the image of pre-idempotent e K has a normalisa-yh
Žtion which is non-vanishing in the further specialisation to k in which q is
.a primitive r th root of 1 . This is the same as to say that none of the
coefficients of the image of e in the quotient over K 0, expressed in basisyh
Ž .B, have a reduced denominator which would vanish in this specialisation.
Ž .Again by 5.3 it is sufficient to show that this is also then true for e .yŽ hqr .
Ž . Ž .Recall the element J defined in 6.10 . We show first that for i F r - hh, i
Ž . ithe coefficients of the image of e y y1 J expressed in basis ByŽ hqi. h, i
contain no denominator vanishing in k.
We proceed here by induction on i. Assume the statement true at level
Ž .i, i F r - h . Note that
P Phq i hqiy1
e s e 1 y U q U U y ???yŽ hqiq1. yŽhqi. hqi hqi hqiy1ž P Phq iq1 hqiq1
Phiq1q y1 U ??? U eŽ . hq i h yh/Phq iq1
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Ž yy .we abbreviate P to P , for the sake of brevity . The only possiblen n
source for a P yy in a denominator here is from the corresponding termsmq 1
Ž .in e . By assumption any such terms appear up to sign inyŽ hqi.
P ??? P P Phy iq1 h hqi hqiy1
e X e 1 y U q U UyŽ h. h , i yŽh. hqi hqi hqiy1žP ??? P P Phq1 hqi hqiq1 hqiq1
Phiq1y ??? q y1 U ??? U e .Ž . hq i h yh/Phq iq1
The middle e may be expanded to obtainyh
P ??? P P Phy iq1 h hy1 hy2
e X 1 y U q U U y ???yh h , i hy1 hy2 hy1žP ??? P P Phq1 hqi h h
Phy iiq y1 U ??? UŽ . hy i hy1 /Ph
P Phq i hqiy1
= 1 y U q U U y ???hq i hqi hqiy1ž P Phq iq1 hqiq1
Phiq1q y1 U ??? U e ,Ž . hq i h yh/Phq iq1
whereupon expanding the brackets and commuting U through to thehy1
right kills most terms. There remains
P ??? Phy iq1 h
e XyŽ h. h , iP ??? Phq1 hqi
P Phy1 hy2
= 1 y U q U U y ???hy1 hy2 hy1žž P Ph h
iq1P y1 PŽ .hy i hiq y1 U ??? U U ??? UŽ . hy i hy1 hqi h/ ž /P Ph hqiq1
P Phq i hqiy1q 1 y U q U U y ???hq i hqi hqiy1ž P Phq iq1 hqiq1
Phq1iq y1 U ??? U e .Ž . hq i hq1 yh/ /Phq iq1
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Most of the terms here may be combined in pairs between the two
alternating sums to give a term with a cancelling P in the numeratorhq1
Ž Ž .the identity in Eq. 8 is used, and, for example,
iq1 iy1y1 P y1 PŽ . Ž .h hq2
X U ??? U q U ??? Uh , i hqi h hqi hq2ž /P Phq iq1 hqiq1
iq1w xy1 2 PŽ . hq1s X U ??? Uh , i hqi hq2Phq iq1
.using X U U s X . The exceptions are the last term in each sum.h, i hq1 h h, i
The first of these two terms yields the claimed result, and the second
already has P in the numerator, so the induction on i is established.hq1
Ž .Now consider the case i s r. We see from 6.10 that J is wellh, r
defined over k, and so, by our induction on i, so is e . ThisyŽ hqr .
establishes the inductive step on j.
8. SHORT ARROWS
In this section we prove some useful results on homomorphisms and
extensions between standard modules which lie at distance exactly two
from one another, that is, with minimal non-zero separation.
Ž . < <  48.1 THEOREM. Take i g Z with i - n and « g "1 . Then
k if i y « 1 i q « and i is singular ,
Hom D i y « , D i q « (Ž . Ž .Ž .n n ½ 0 otherwise.
Ž . Ž .Moreo¤er, any non-zero map w : D i y « “ D i q « is injecti¤e.i n n
vŽ .Proof. i Let t s I and t s . For n G h G 0 define a mapq y
C R "h “ Zhq1 9Ž . Ž .Ž .n
Ž Ž ..by setting C a s number of heaps carrying a t ; and1 "
C a s number of heaps east of j y 1 th butŽ . Ž .Ž . j
not east of j th propagating line j ) 1 . 10Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .For example, with c as in Eq. 2 above, C c s 2, 1, 1, 0, 1 .
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Ž Ž . .Then a partial order R "h , ) is given by a ) b if the largest l forn
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .which C a / C b has C a ) C b . For examplel l l l
Ž .ii Define a map
f : R "h “ D " h y 2 h ) 1, j s 1, . . . , h y 1 , 11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .j n n
Ž . Ž .such that f b is obtained from b by joining the jth and j q 1 thj
Žpropagating lines to make a heap and, if j s 1, h ) 2, decorating the
Ž . Ž ..newly westerly exposed line with a box case q or blob case y .
The following facts are readily verified. If j ) 1 the image of f lies inj
Ž Ž .. Ž .R " h y 2 . If j s 1 then f b is a sum of one or more elements ofn 1
Ž Ž .. - Ž . Ž Ž - Ž ..R " h y 2 with unique - lowest element f b with C f b sn 1 1 1
Ž . .C b q 1 .1
Ž . - - Ž .iii The map f is injective. Indeed, the rightmost heap in f b1 1
decorated with a t must be the loop created by f - . Cutting this and" 1
removing any t 's to the right of the cut reverses f - ." 1
Ž . Ž .iv Now take "h s i y « . Elementary but possibly tedious calcu-
lations show that any homomorphism
f : D i y « “ D i q « 12Ž . Ž . Ž .n n
must, up to scalar multiples, take the form
hy1 hy1
xw x w x w xb ‹ h y j f b s h y j f b q h y 1 f b . 13Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ýj j 1
xjs1 js2
Here the last sum is the expansion of the j s 1 term in the j sum with
Ž Ž ..respect to the basis R " h y 2 . All other terms in the j sum aren
Ž .already in this basis. Furthermore, 13 actually defines a homomorphism
Žif and only if i is singular. The special cases h s n may be depicted here
.at n s 6 by
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The existence and uniqueness of this homomorphism, call it g, follow
w xdirectly from the definition of j and the linear independence of these
diagrams. More generally, note that for
F g : D i y « “ D i q «Ž . Ž . Ž .n n
Ž < < .i.e., i y « s n y 2 we may take
F g : x m e ‹ x m g e ,Ž . Ž .y y
as in the example
Ž . Ž .Thus F g also coincides with the case h s n y 2 map described in Eq.
Ž . Ž Ž Ž .. . Ž .13 and so, similarly, does F F g , and so on . Thus Eq. 13 always
describes a homomorphism when g does. On the other hand, this homo-
Ž .morphism is unique up to scalars by Theorem 3.5 .
Ž . Ž .v For notational convenience, if we treat f b as if it is in1
Ž Ž .. - Ž .R " h y 2 we mean f b . Note then thatn 1
f b ) f b if j ) k , 14Ž . Ž . Ž .j k
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž .e.g., C f c s 2, 2, 1 , C f c s 2, 1, 3 , so f c - f c .2 3 2 3
Ž . Ž .By iii , 14 and the exchange theorem, we now see that w is injective ifi
w xh y 1 is non-zero.
Ž . Ž . < <8.2 THEOREM. i Take i g Z with i F n, and « s "1. Then
k if i is singular and i y « 1 i q « ,1Ext D i y « , D i q « sŽ . Ž .Ž .n n ½ 0 otherwise.
15Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii Let E be the unique extension of D i q « by D i y « in the firstn n
Ž .case of i . Then
E ( D i x ( D i ›,Ž . Ž .nq1 ny1
Ž .and E has simple top L i y « .n
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Proof. We may assume by symmetry that « s 1.
Ž . Ž . Ž .i By 3.5 we may assume that i y 1 s yn. Then D yn sn
Ž . Ž .L yn . Moreover, by quasi-heredity, rad D yn q 2 is semisimple, beingn n
Ž . Ž . Ž .a direct sum of possibly zero copies of L yn and L n .n n
Suppose there exists a non-split extension
0 “ D yn q 2 “ E “ L yn “ 0.Ž . Ž .n n
Certainly we must have yn 1 yn q 2 by quasi-heredity. The above
Ž . 1Ž Ž . Ž ..description of rad D yn q 2 shows that Ext L yn , rad D yn q 2n n n
1Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .is zero, hence Ext L yn , L yn q 2 is non-zero. By 3.6 and dualityn n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .there is a non-zero map D yn s L yn “ D yn q 2 . Thus by 8.1n n n
yn q 1 s i is singular.
Conversely, suppose that yn q 1 is singular and yn 1 yn q 2. Re-
1Ž Ž . Ž ..versing part of the argument above shows that Ext L yn , L yn q 2n n
is one dimensional. The exact sequence
0sExt1 L yn , rad D yn q 2 “ Ext1 L yn , D yn q 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n n n n
“ Ext1 L yn , L yn q 2Ž . Ž .Ž .n n
Žwhich is part of the long exact sequence coming from the inclusion of the
Ž .. 1Ž Ž . Ž ..radical of D yn q 2 now shows that Ext L yn , D yn q 2 is atn n n
Ž . Ž .most one dimensional, so i is proven given ii .
Ž .ii Suppose that i is singular and i y 1 1 i q 1. Consider
Hom D i y 1 , D i x ( Hom D i y 1 ›, D i . 16Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n nq1 n nq1
Ž . Ž . Ž .The module D i y 1 › is an extension of D i by D i y 2 , and then nq1 nq1
Ž . Ž .latter module has no non-zero maps to D i by 8.1 . Thus the Hom-nq1
Ž .space on the right of 16 is one dimensional.
Ž . Ž . Ž .On the other hand D i x is an extension of D i q 1 by D i y 1nq1 n n
Ž Ž .. Ž .see 4.5 . If this extension were to split, the Hom-space on the left of 16
Ž .would be two dimensional, since there is an inclusion of D i q 1 inn
Ž .D i y 1 . Therefore the extension does not split.n
Ž .The argument to show that D i › does not split is dual to this one.ny i
Ž .Finally, to see that E has top L i y 1 , note that Brauer]Humphreysn
w xreciprocity 1, Sect. 3.11 gives
P i y 1 : D i q 1 s D i q 1 : L i y 1 s 1,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n n n n
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Ž .so by quasi-heredity and the definition of the heredity order, P i y 1 hasn
Ž . Ž .a quotient which is an extension of D i q 1 by D i y 1 . This quotient isn n
certainly non-split, so by uniqueness it is E.
We can now deduce the restriction rules for regular simple b -modules.n
Ž . < <8.3 PROPOSITION. Suppose that i is regular, with i - n, and choose
 4 Ž« g "1 such that if either of i " « is singular, then it is i q « . At most
.one of the two can be singular. Then
¡L i y «Ž .ny1
if i q « is singular and i 2 i q « ,~L i x (Ž .n L i y « [ L i q «Ž . Ž .ny1 ny1¢
otherwise.
Proof. By symmetry we may assume that « s 1. Consider the canonical
Ž . Ž . Ž .map D i “ = i . By 4.5 , restricting to b gives a non-zero mapn n ny1
f : D i y 1 [ D i q 1 “ = i y 1 [ = i q 1 . 17Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ny1 ny1 ny1 ny1
Ž . Ž .Suppose that L i q 1 appeared as a composition factor of D i y 1 .ny1 ny1
Ž . Ž . ŽSince no composition factor L j of D i y 1 , except possibly L iny1 ny1 ny1
.y 1 itself, satisfies j 2 i q 1, we would be able to construct a non-zero
Ž . Ž . Ž .map D i q 1 “ D i y 1 . This would contradict 8.1 . We inferny1 ny1
Žusing the corresponding argument with the roles of i y 1 and i q 1
. Ž .interchanged that f respects the decomposition displayed in 17 .
Ž .It follows therefore that L i x is a submodule of the semisimplen
Ž . Ž .module L i y 1 [ L i q 1 . Furthermore, since i y 1 is regular,ny1 ny1
Hom D i y 1 , L i x ( Hom D i y 1 ›, L iŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ny1 n ny1 n
( Hom D i y 2 [ D i , L i s k ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n n n
Ž . Ž .so L i y 1 appears in L i x in all cases.ny1 n
Ž . Ž .The same argument shows that L i q 1 appears in the L i x ifny1 n
i q 1 is regular. If i q 1 is singular on the other hand,
Hom D i q 1 , L i x ( Hom E, L i , 18Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ny1 n n
Ž . Ž . Ž .where E is, by 8.2 , a module with top L i or L i q 2 according ton n
whether i 1 i q 1 or not.
The complete picture on the restriction of singular simple b -modulesn
Ž .must be postponed until 9.5 , but we prove here a partial result that shall
be needed later.
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Ž . < <8.4 PROPOSITION. Suppose that i is singular, with i - n, and choose
 4 Ž .« g "1 such that i y « 1 i q « . Then L i x has simple socle and top,n
Ž .each isomorphic to L i y « , andny1
L i x : L i q « s 1.Ž . Ž .n ny1
Proof. By symmetry we may assume that « s 1. Considering the re-
Ž . Ž . Ž .striction of the canonical map D i “ = i we see that L i x certainlyn n n
Ž . Ž .has top and socle L i y 1 by 8.2 .ny1
Ž .On the other hand, by 8.2 again,
Hom D i q 1 , L i x ( Hom D i [ D i q 2 , L i ( k ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ny1 n n n n
Ž . Ž .so D i q 1 is certainly a composition factor of L i x.ny1 n
Ž .8.5 Remark In each of the previous propositions we have excluded
< < Ž .the case where i s n. The module L "n is a one-dimensional standardn
Ž . Ž Ž ..module however, so L "n x ( L " n y 1 .n ny1
9. MAIN THEOREMS
Define a new partial order . on Z by b . a if and only if b is obtained
from a by a sequence of upward reflections. Note that a . b implies
Ž .a 1 b but not conversely . In this section we prove the following six
related theorems by induction on n.
Ž .9.1 THEOREM.
k if i . j and i and j are W-linked,yHom D i , D j (Ž . Ž .Ž .n n ½ 0 otherwise.
Ž .9.2 THEOREM. Each non-zero homomorphism between standard mod-
ules is injecti¤e.
The next theorem is the analogue for the blob algebra of the linkage
w xprinciple for algebraic groups, see, e.g., Jantzen 8, Chap. 6 .
Ž . < < < < Ž .9.3 THEOREM. Take i, j g Z with i , j F n. The simple modules L in
Ž .and L j lie in the same block of b if and only if they are W-linked.n n
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Ž .9.4 THEOREM. We enumerate the elements of W as . . . , w , w , w ,y2 y1 0
w , . . . , where1
1 if i s 0,¡
~s s s ??? yi terms if i - 0,Ž .w s y q yi ¢s s s ??? i terms if i ) 0.Ž .q y q
Ž . Ž . < <i Fix a g C and put a s w a i g Z . If a F n the standard0 0 i i 0 i
Ž .module D a has the following structure,n i
L aŽ .n i
L a L aŽ . Ž .n iq« n yiy«
L a L aŽ . Ž .n iq2 « n yiy2 «
...
where
1 if i G 0,
« s ½y1 otherwise.
Ž . iii Fix a on one of the walls of C and put a s w a , where0 0 i Žy1. « i 0
y1 if a is on the left-hand wall of C ,0 0
« s ½ q1 if a is on the right-hand wall of C .0 0
< < Ž .If a F n the standard module D a has the following structure,i n i
L aŽ .n i
L aŽ .n iq1
L aŽ .n iq2
...
In each case the rows of the diagram are the layers of the radical filtration.
Ž . Ž .Whene¤er L a appears in row r and L a in row r q 1, the inducedn j n l
extension
0 “ L a “ E “ L a “ 0Ž . Ž .n l n j
Ž .is non-split. The simple modules L a occurring are precisely those withn j
< < < < Ž .n G a ) a , together with L a itself.j i n i
The following theorem gives the complete description of the restrictions
of the singular simple modules.
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Ž . Ž .9.5 THEOREM. Assume the notation of 8.4 , so i is singular, with
< <  4i - n, and « g "1 is chosen such that i y « . i q « . Let j be the
reflection of i y « in the wall furthest from the origin of the alco¤e containing
Ž . Ž .i y « . Then L i x has Loewy length 3, with top and socle L i y « , andn ny1
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . < < .middle L j [ L i q « or L i q « in case j ) n y 1 .ny1 ny1 ny1
Ž . y9.6 THEOREM. The category b -mod is the full subcategory of b -modn n
consisting of those modules with no composition factors to the rigth of the
fundamental alco¤e.
The above theorems are trivial when n s 0, so suppose that n ) 0, and
that the results hold for all smaller integers. The following elementary
result is used several times below without further mention:
Ž .9.7 THEOREM. If a . b there exists r g W such that either b s ra with a
abo¤e the r-wall, or b s rsa with s the wall of the alco¤e containing a which
separates a from the origin, and sa abo¤e the r-wall.
Ž . Ž . < < < <9.8 Proof of Theorem 9.1 at le¤el n Fix i, j g Z with i , j F n. The
section functor b -mod “ b -mod is a full embedding which takesny2 n
Ž . Ž . Ž .D i to D i , so by induction we only need consider the cases of 9.1ny2 n
< < < <where one of i or j has absolute value n. If i - j the result is immediate
< <by quasi-heredity, so we may assume that i s n, and hence by symmetry
< <that i s yn. If j s n the result is also clear from quasi-heredity, so we
< <may assume also that j - n.
Ž . Ž .9.9 We show first that there can be no non-zero map from D yn ton
Ž .D j unless yn and j are W-linked. Suppose for a contradiction that thisn
is false. Considering
Hom D yn , D j F Hom D yn q 1 ›, D jŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n n ny1 n
( Hom D yn q 1 , D j x ,Ž . Ž .Ž .ny1 n
we see by induction that yn q 1 is linked to either j y 1 or j q 1, and is
smaller than it in the heredity order. We consider in turn each of the four
possible cases:
Ž .Case i Suppose that yn q 1 reflects down to, or is equal to j y 1. In
either case n reflects down to j, contradiction.
Ž .Case ii Suppose that yn q 1 is linked to j y 1, but that the previous
case does not hold. Then yn q 1 is necessarily regular, and we can write
Ž .j y 1 s rs yn q 1 for reflections r, s, where s is the reflection in that
Žwall of the alcove containing yn q 1 which is closest to the origin see
. Ž .Fig. 4 . Since yn q 1 is regular, D yn q 1 › is the direct sum ofny1
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FIG. 4. Schematic of the weights at levels n y 1 and n, and the reflection lines, relevant
Ž .for Case ii .
Ž . Ž .D yn and D yn q 2 . Moreover yn q 2 . j, so by induction using then n y
Ž Žlocalisation functor b -mod “ b -mod, we know that Hom D yn qn ny2 n
. Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž . .2 , D j is one dimensional. Thus Hom D yn q 1 , D j x has di-n ny1 n
mension at least 2.
Suppose first that j is regular. Then
D j x ( D j y 1 [ D j q 1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .n ny1 ny1
Ž . Ž .and there are no non-zero maps from D yn q 1 to D j q 1 ,ny1 ny1
contradiction.
Suppose on the other hand that j, and hence also yn q 2, is singular.
w Ž . Ž .x Ž . Ž .Since D j : L yn q 2 / 0, L yn q 2 x is a subquotient of D j x,n n n n
Ž .thus by 8.4 ,
D j xrsoc D j x : L yn q 1 G 1.Ž . Ž . Ž .n n ny1
Ž .On the other hand, 9.4 at level n y 1 gives
D j x : L yn q 1 s 2,Ž . Ž .n ny1
Ž Ž . Ž . .so Hom D yn q 1 , D j x is one-dimensional, contradiction.ny1 n
Ž .Case iii Suppose that yn q 1 reflects down to j s 1. Then yn q 2
Ž .reflects down to j, and the argument proceeds just as in Case ii .
Ž .Case iv Suppose that yn s 1 is linked to j q 1, but that the previous
case does not hold. Then yn q 1 is regular, and we can write j q 1 s
Ž .rs yn q 1 for reflections r, s, where s is the reflection in that wall of the
alcove containing yn q 1 which is closest to the origin. Then n is linked
to and precedes j, contradiction.
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Ž .9.10 Suppose now that yn is linked to j and yn . j. We show thaty
Ž Ž . Ž ..Hom D yn , D j is one dimensional, again by considering a series ofn n
cases.
Ž .Case i Suppose that yn reflects down to j, and that yn q 1 is
regular. Then yn q 2 is not linked to j, so from what we have already
proved,
Hom D yn , D j ( Hom D yn q 1 ›, D jŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n n ny1 n
( Hom D yn q 1 , D j x .Ž . Ž .Ž .ny1 n
If j is regular,
D j x ( D j y 1 [ D j q 1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .n ny1 ny1
and yn q 1 is not linked to j q 1, so we are done. The case j singular is
Ž .rather more subtle, and is postponed to Case iv . Before embarking on the
remaining two cases we single out the following result which is also needed
Ž .in the proof of 9.2 .
Ž .9.11 LEMMA. Suppose that yn q 1 is singular, and reflects down to l.
Then any non-zero map
g : D yn q 2 “ D l " 1Ž . Ž .n n
Ž . Ž .is non-zero on restriction to the submodule D yn of D yn q 2 .n n
Ž .Proof. By 9.2 at level n y 1 there is an inclusion
D yn q 1 ¤ D l . 19Ž . Ž . Ž .ny1 ny1
As usual, let G: b -mod “ b -mod be the localisation functor and F:nq1 ny1
Ž .b -mod “ b -mod its left adjoint. Applying F to 19 gives an exactny1 nq1
sequence
0 “ K “ D yn q 1 “ D l , 20Ž . Ž . Ž .nq1 nq1
Ž . < <where GK s 0. Thus K has composition factors L i with i G n. Onnq i
Ž . Žthe other hand, quasi-heredity together with 8.1 shows that rad D ynnq1
. Ž .N Ž .Mq1 ( L n q 1 for some N G 0, and hence K ( L n q 1 fornq1 nq1
Ž .some M F N. Restricting 20 to b gives a mapn
g : D yn q 1 x “ D l x,Ž . Ž .nq1 nq1
Ž .whose kernel does not contain L yn as a composition factor. Choosen
Ž . Ž .« s "1 such that l y « . l q « , and let p : D l x “ D l y « be thenq1 n
canonical projection.
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If p g s 0 we would have
D l q « : L yn G 2,Ž . Ž .n n
and hence by restriction to b ,ny1
D l : L yn q 1 G 2,Ž . Ž .ny1 ny1
Ž .which contradicts 9.4 . Therefore p g is non-zero. The same argument
shows that
soc D l q « : L yn ) 0. 21Ž . Ž . Ž .n n
Ž . Ž Ž ..If p g does not kill D yn q 2 , we see using 8.2 thatn
D l y « rsoc D l y « : L yn ) 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Combining 21 and 22 with the inclusion D l y « ¤ D l q « givenn n
Ž . Ž .by 8.1 , we see that L yn appears with multiplicity at least 2 as an
Ž .composition factor of D l q « , again a contradiction.n
Ž . Ž .It follows that the restriction of g to D yn q 2 has image in D l q « .n n
Ž .Moreover we have already seen that g does not kill the copy of D ynn
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..inside D yn q 2 , so since Hom D yn q 2 , D l q « is one dimen-n n n
sional by induction, we are done for the choice of sign given by « .
The result for the opposite choice of sign follows from the fact that g
Ž .can also be obtained up to a scalar multiple by taking a non-zero map
Ž . Ž . Ž .D yn q 2 “ D l y « and composing with the inclusion D l y « ¤n n n
Ž .D l q « .n
Ž .Case ii Suppose that yn reflects down to j, and that yn q 1 is
Ž . Ž .singular. Then 9.11 applies with l s j " 1 , and we are done.
Ž .Case iii Suppose that yn does not reflect directly down to j. In
particular yn and j are regular. If yn q 1 is singular we can again apply
Ž . Ž .9.11 . If yn q 1 is regular, induction and 8.2 gives
Hom D yn , D j ( Hom D yn q 1 , D j q 1 ( k ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n n ny1 ny1
and we are done.
Ž .Case iv Finally suppose that yn reflects down to j and that yn and
j are singular. Using the usual adjointness argument one sees that
dim Hom D yn , D j G 1. 22Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n n
To show that this lower bound is achieved, we examine further the
restriction rules for the simple modules linked to yn.
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Let a , a , a , . . . be the unique enumeration of the elements in the0 1 2
W-orbit of yn such that a - a - a - ??? , and write yn s a . Put « s0 1 2 s i
Ž . iysy1 .
Ž .Suppose that s G 1. By considering its restriction to b and using 9.4ny1
Ž .at level n y 1, one sees easily that D a has composition factorsn sy1
Ž . Ž . Ž .L a and L a , each with multiplicity 1, and that L a has compo-n s n sy1 n s
Ž . Ž .sition factors L a y « and L a q « with multiplici-ny1 sy1 sy1 ny1 sy1 sy1
ties 2 and 1, respectively.
Ž . Ž .9.12 Conclusion of Proof of 7.1 The situation for the case j s 0 of
Ž . Ž .7.1 is pictures in Fig. 5. In this case the proof of 9.1 is complete since
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .s s 1. The proofs below of 9.2 ] 9.6 given 9.1 do not require 7.1 . In
Ž Ž .. Ž .  Ž . Ž .4 Ž .particular see 9.15 the block of L a is L a , L a . Since L an 1 n 0 n 1 n 0y Ž . yis not a b -module, L a lies in the simple b -block.n n 1 n
Ž . Ž .Case iv continued Suppose that s G 2. A similar analysis for
Ž .D a yields two possible scenarios:n sy2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i D a has composition factors L a , L a , L a ,n sy2 n sy2 n sy1 n s
Ž . Žeach with multiplicity 1. L a x has composition factors L a yn sy2 ny1 sy2
. Ž . Ž .« with multiplicity 2 and L a q « and L a q « withsy2 ny1 sy2 sy2 ny1 s s
multiplicity 1.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii D a has composition factors L a , L a with multi-n sy2 n sy2 n sy1
Ž . Ž .plicity 1 and L a with multiplicity 2. L a x has composition factorsn s n sy2
Ž . Ž .L a y « with multiplicity 2 and L a q « with multi-ny1 sy2 sy2 ny1 sy2 sy2
plicity 1.
FIG. 5. Schematic of the weight]level Pascal triangle showing critical lines relevant for
Ž .the weight y m q r at level n s m q r.y y
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Ž . Ž .Suppose that ii holds. Then D a has a quotient V with compositionn sy2
Ž . Ž . Ž .factors L a and L a . For if not, rad D a would have topn sy2 n s n sy2
Ž . Ž .L a , which would be in contradiction with the structure of D an sy1 n sy1
established above.
We claim that V is a module for yb , i.e., that e V s 0. This isn mq
Ž . Ž .equivalent to e V x being zero, which follows from 9.6 at level n y 1mq
Ž . Ž .since neither L a x nor L a x have any composition factors to then sy2 n s
Ž .right of the fundamental alcove. However, L a belongs to a simplen s
Ž . Ž .block for the quotient algebra by 7.1 , contradiction. Therefore i holds.
To consider the general case, we need a lemma on the compatibility of
restriction and localisation.
Ž .9.13 LEMMA. Let G denote the localisation functor from b to b .n n ny2
Suppose that n G 3. For any V g b -mod we ha¤en
G V x ( G V x 23Ž . Ž . Ž .ny1 n
as b -modules.ny3
Ž w x.Proof. Sketch cf. the partition algebra case 9 . One can write the two
Ž . w x w xsides of 23 as x V and x V, where x s U r 2 and x s U r 2ny1 n ny1 ny2 n ny1
are idempotents acting on the last three strands; b acts in these spacesny3
through the first n y 3 strands. Multiplication by x and x defineny1 n
mutually inverse linear maps between these spaces which commute with
the b action.ny3
Ž . Ž . Ž .Case iv Concluded Take i with 0 F i F s y 3. Using 9.13 and 9.5
Ž .at level n y 2 we see that L a x has at least the following compositionn i
Ž . Ž . Žfactors: L a y « with multiplicity 2 and L a q « and L any1 i i ny1 i i ny1 iq2
. Ž .q « each with multiplicity 1. Moreover, D a contains at least oneiq2 n i
Ž . Ž . Ž .composition factor L a for each j with i F j F s, by 22 and 9.4 atn j
level n y 2.
Ž . Ž .Counting the composition factors of D a x, which we know by 9.4 atn i
level n y 1, and using the above descriptions for the cases s y 2 and
s y 1, we see that the lower bounds given above are in fact exact.
Ž .To summarise, we have proved 9.1 in the final outstanding case, and
Ž .have shown that 9.5 is valid at least at the level of composition factors.
Ž . Ž . < < < <9.14 Proof of Theorem 9.2 at Le¤el n Take i, j g Z with i , j F n.
Suppose that i . j, so that there is, up to scalar multiple, a unique
Ž . Ž . < < Ž .non-zero map f : D i “ D j . If i s n, D i is simple, and f is clearlyn n n
< < < <injective, so we may suppose that i , j - n. Applying the localisation
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functor G to b shows thatny2
M Nker f ( L yn [ L n ,Ž . Ž .n n
where M, N F 1. Suppose for a contradiction that ker f / 0, and hence,
without loss of generality, that M s 1.
Suppose first that i and j are regular. Restricting to b and applyingny1
Ž .9.2 at level n y 1, we see that the restriction of f to each summand
Ž . Ž .D i " 1 of D i x is either zero or injective. From the above descrip-ny1 n
tion of ker f , we see that we must have i s yn q 2. Since i and yn are
linked we infer that yn q 1 is singular, and so we are in the situation of
Ž .9.11 , which yields an immediate contradiction.
Suppose on the other hand that i and j, and hence also yn, are
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . .singular. By adjointness and 9.1 at level n, Hom D yn q 1 , D i xny1 n
Ž .is one dimensional, so L yn q 1 appears only once in the socle ofny1
Ž .D i x. Therefore, the restriction of f to the lower of the two standardn
Ž . Ž .filtration factors of D i x is not injective. However, by 9.11 at leveln
n y 1, this filtration factor is mapped into the lower of the two standard
Ž . Ž .filtration factors of D j x. Thus by 9.2 at level n y 1, the restriction ofn
Ž .f kills the lower of the two standard filtration factors of D i x. Oncen
Ž Ž . Ž ..again we infer that i s yn q 2, and this time Hom L yn , D yn q 2n n
is zero by the singularity of yn, a contradiction.
Ž . Ž .9.15 Proof of Theorem 9.3 at Le¤el n If i / "n, all composition
Ž . Ž .factors of D i except possibly L "n are linked to i, since we can detectn n
them by applying the localisation functor to b .ny2
Ž . Ž .Suppose that L yn appears as a composition factor of some D in n
< <with i not linked to n, and choose i maximal with respect to this
Ž . Ž .condition. Suppose that L j is any composition factor of D i withn n
1Ž Ž . Ž ..j / i. If j s "n, then Ext L yn , L j is zero by quasi-heredity. Ifn n
Ž . Ž .j / "n, then L yn is not a composition factor of D j by the maximal-n n
1Ž Ž . Ž ..ity condition on i. Therefore Ext L yn , L j is again zero, this timen n
Ž .by 3.6 . We deduce that
D i : L yn s soc D i : L yn ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n n
and in particular that there is a non-zero homomorphism
D yn s L yn “ D i ,Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n
Ž . Ž . Ž .contradicting 9.1 . This proves that if L i and L j are in the samen n
block, then i and j are linked. The converse is an immediate consequence
Ž .of 9.1 .
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Ž . Ž .9.16 Proof of Theorem 9.4 at Le¤el n It is straightforward to show
that the composition multiplicities are correct}this follows from the
restriction rules for simples. The remaining details follow from the exis-
tence and injectivity of the standard module homomorphisms.
Ž . Ž . Ž .9.17 Proof of Theorem 9.5 at Le¤el n Assume the notation of 9.5 .
Ž . Ž .We already know from 8.4 and 9.13 that the composition factors of
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .L i x are as given in 9.5 , and that L i x has top and socle L i y « .n n ny1
The two composition factors in the middle do not extend one another,
Ž .since if they did, L j would appear in the second radical layer ofny1
Ž . Ž .D i q « , in contradiction to 9.4 at level n y 1.ny1
Ž . Ž .9.18 Proof of Theorem 9.6 at Le¤el n An equivalent statement is: Let
e s e be the idempotent generating the kernel of the projectionmq y Ž .map b “ b . Then L i appears in the top of b e if and only if i is ton n n n
Ž .the right of the fundamental alcove possibly on its right-hand wall .
We have
Hom b e, L i s Hom b e›, L i ( Hom b e, L i x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .n n ny1 n ny1 n
Ž .so it suffices to establish that L i x has a composition factor to the rightn
of the fundamental alcove if and only if i is to the right of the fundamental
Ž . Ž .alcove. This follows easily from 8.3 and 9.5 .
The following result is an exercise in applying the restriction rules for
simple modules.
Ž . Ž .9.19 COROLLARY. The dimension of L i is the number of walks wn
Ž . Ž .from the apex 0, 0 of the Pascal triangle to n, i such that
Ž .i If i is to the left of the right-hand wall of the fundamental alco¤e,
then w ne¤er touches the right-hand wall of the fundamental alco¤e.
Ž .ii Likewise with left and right interchanged.
Ž . Žiii If i is regular, it is abo¤e i.e., further out from the fundamental
.alco¤e than the last wall touched by w.
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